
J. ATC HOLD/ACTUAL "OUT" TIME (CODE 59)  
 

1. Pay and Credit for Delayed Engine Start.  When the captain 
elects to delay starting engines due to quoted takeoff delays, flight time, at the 
option of the captain, will be considered to begin at the time the aircraft would 
normally have departed. Such delay time is not included in duty aloft time as 
defined in Article 7.J., however, it shall apply for pay and credit purposes and 
monthly credited time. Pay and credit under this provision shall not run 
concurrently with the holding time compensation as provided in Article 3.I. 
 

2. Actual “Out” Time (Code 59).  In the following delay situations, 
flight time pay and credit for affected Flight Attendants will begin prior to the 
actual out time based on the time established by the Captain as provided herein, 
and the affected Flight Attendants will receive the greater of the scheduled block 
to block time or the delay time plus actual block time. In addition, such delay time 
will not be included in the duty aloft calculations as provided in Article 7.J., nor 
will flight time pay and credit as defined below, run concurrently with any holding 
time or ground time compensations as provided in by Article 3.J. and 3.I. of this 
Agreement. 

a.  In the event of a delay at the gate awaiting pushback, 
powerback or taxiout due to airport congestion caused by other aircraft or 
vehicular traffic, flight time pay and credit will begin at the time the aircraft 
was ready for immediate departure in all respects except for clearance 
from ramp or ground control, as determined by the Captain.  
 

b.  In the event of a delay at the gate caused by the de-icing 
of the aircraft performed at the gate, flight time pay and credit will begin at 
the time the aircraft was ready for immediate departure in all respects 
except for clearance from ramp or ground control, as determined by the 
Captain. 

c.  In the event maintenance is performed on the aircraft 
after departure from the gate but prior to take-off, and thereafter take-off is 
performed without returning to the gate, flight time pay and credit will 
begin from the original time of departure from the gate, including the time 
spent while having maintenance performed. In addition, in the event the 
aircraft taxis or is towed from the gate to have maintenance performed 
and thereafter performs a take-off without returning to a gate, flight time 
pay and credit will begin from the original time of taxi or tow from the gate, 
including the time spent while having maintenance performed. 
 

d. In the event of a delay at the gate awaiting pushback, 
powerback or taxiout due to congestion with deicing operations off the 
gate, flight time pay and credit will begin at the time the aircraft was ready 
for immediate departure in all respects except for clearance from ramp or 
ground control, as determined by the Captain. 


